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WEDDING VIDEOGRAPHY 
FOR BEGINNERS 

Top Ten Mistakes Made By Beginning Wedding 
Filmmakers 

Ready for a quick down and dirty guide to immediately improve your 

filmmaking? Below we have outlined our top ten mistakes and what you 

can do today to improve them.  These are in no particular order, so follow 

all of them.  

Top 10 Mistakes 1

Beautiful Hurricane 
Dorian wedding shot 
on Cape Cod. 
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Top 10 Mistakes 2

1. Having white balance set to automatic

• This is a horrible mistake beginners make as they are not familiar with how white balance
works or what it is. Have you noticed color shifts as your editing? It’s probably because your
white balance is on auto. There are a ton of videos on white balance but I will sum it up. Two
numbers you need to remember, 5600 kelvin for sunlight, 3200 for indoor lighting. We rarely
change our white balance outside from 5600 and same for indoor shots. Leaving our white
balance fixed eliminates color shift and these two are close enough to make minor
adjustments in post.

2. Having your ISO set to automatic

• Same concept as above, do not leave your ISO set for automatic, again it will shift while
filming. Our best advice is to find your native ISO for your camera and attempt to leave it
there for the day. Outside in the sun we use ND filters and inside for the reception we use up
lighting. We will go over and under our native ISO but we try not to in order to get the most
use out of the sensor.
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Top 10 Mistakes 3

3. Composition and Framing

• Have you ever looked at ascot and just thought that looked off? Chances are it was. Most
cameras today have a gridlines feature, use it! This help you frame up your shots using the
rule of thirds in order to get great composition. Try to keep their eye-line on the top third
and align the columns in the direction they are speaking, this is called head room.

4. Depth of Field

• What really sets a professional apart is the quality of the image and what most people
associate that with is good composition and depth of field. Having your subject in focus and
your back ground blurred out (bokeh) makes your subject pop and creates distance. This gives
the image a more professional look. How do you attain this? Low aperture, having a higher
aperture will have more objects in focus. A lower aperture will have bokeh and depth of field.
Invest in a lower aperture lens. We use F1.2 and F1.8 for most of the wedding day.
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Top 10 Mistakes 4

5. Not shooting long enough for your edit

• Have you been editing and noticed your clips don’t last as long as the beat to the
music? It is because you are not shooting long enough. Our best advice is to hold your
shot for 6 - 8 seconds. That gives you plenty of time in post to edit and if you are
slowing things down from 60p that gives you a ton of wiggle room.

6. Still subjects

• What separates video from photo is motion. Not having your subject move or no
movement in the video is a six second long photo. Always have your couple doing
something, laughing, running hands through their hair or up a lapel. Never take a still
image of the couple. Have five to six go to shots in your bag that way in-between
photographer shots you can jump in have them do something meaning full for video.
Even swaying back and forth with the camera is creating movement.
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Top 10 Mistakes 5

7. Audio

• Audio makes up half of a video. If a film has bad quality but good audio you can make it
through it, if it has great quality and bad audio you can’t. You cannot mentally reconcile
bad audio. It is very important to purchase at least on mic (Tascam DR10L) and or a
recording device (Zoom H6) to plug into a sound board. It is vitally important to get
good clean audio if you want to make a quality video.

8. Shoot with a purpose
• You might have heard the expression “shoot with the edit in mind.” That could not be

more true. There are certain shots that you know will need to be in the film. Putting the
dress on, coming down the aisle, first dances etc. Keep in mind what you think those
should look like and shoot with your edit in mind. It will make your editing time so much
easier if you have some planned shots and execute them.
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Top 10 Mistakes 6

9. Too much video
•  Not to throw my wife under the bus but…. she used to shoot everything, I mean 

everything. She could burn through 128 gig card in prep sessions. While in theory 
having too much footage seems good, in practice it is a nightmare when trying to find 
the right parts of a 20 minute long clip of a prep session. Shoot in 6 to 10 second 
blocks, shoot with the edit in mind, you will have a much easier time finding what you 
need while editing with shorter clips. Always shoot the speeches, dances, and ceremony 
in their entirety. You can sell those as add ons later.  

10. Take a break

• I am the worst at this. So trust me, you need a break. Take at least one day off a week.
Set aside designated no phone time with your significant other / partner / kids. You need
it. I still catch myself sending emails at 1030pm or talking to Britt nonstop about
equipment. It is important to create a separation between work and personal life. It is
not healthy, mentally or physically, to try and work all day everyday. So take a break and
enjoy yourself. (Disclaimer I am not a Dr., I am a videographer)
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Look at that cheesy guy, I never thought I would be in a place to help others with their 

filmmaking journey but here I am. Thank you so much for taking the time to read this and I hope 

you got something from it. This is a long road but if you dig deep you can get through it and 

become successful on the other end.  -Phill 

Feel free to contact us at hello@wvfb.co 

Join our Facebook group and become part of the discussion  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/weddingvideographyforbeginners/ 

Subscribe to us on YouTube 
https://bit.ly/2WGFPvf 

Subscribe to our podcast 
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/wedding-filmmaking-for-beginners/id1520438323

Top 10 Mistakes 7
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